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Module A MPS-ABC record-keeping: €337 all-in
- First year of record-keeping for new MPS-ABC growers.
- Record-keeping for 13 consecutive periods of 28 days.
- Send data digitally at the end of each period.
- It is possible to be certified within six months by recording retroactively.
- For the first year, a fixed rate applies without additional costs and including any additional locations.
- There are no registration fees for MPS-ABC.
- After one year of participation in Module A, automatical transfer to Module B.

Module B MPS-ABC certification: basic rate €700 plus hectare surcharge
- In addition to record-keeping, audits and samples also take place within Module B.
- An audit takes place every three years as standard, sample taking annually.
- Hectare payment depends on cultivation area (see table hectare payment).
- In the case of a hectare payment, the average surface area of the previous year applies.
- An additional charge of €361 applies for each additional location where record-keeping is done separately

(sub record-keeping).

Complementary services 
- UO registration: €129 per year (the Netherlands only).
- Group qualification: €65 per participating grower per year.

Module A MPS-ABC record-keeping 
(first year)

Module B MPS-ABC certification

What is included?
Everything as Module A plus:
• Audits (once every three years as standard):

- The Netherlands: a maximum of three hours and one hour extra per
additional location where record-keeping takes place separately
(sub record-keeping).

- Europe (including Israel and Turkey, excluding the Netherlands):
a maximum of five hours and one hour extra per additional location
where record-keeping takes place separately (sub record-keeping).

• Audit reports.
• Annual sample.
• Certification.
• Use of MPS-Vignette.
• Visibility in sales channels and on MPS-Trade portal.

What is not included?
• Extra audit hours above the established maximum (as per rate Certifying Body)*.
• Expense contribution*:

- The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Denmark: €89

- Other European countries:  €337

Additional audit hours and the expense contribution are only charged for the 

MPS-ABC audit that takes place once every three years. If audits for other 

standards of the MPS Group are conducted at the same time,the expense 

contribution will be charged a maximum of once.

Country list EU link to website:  
www.my-mps.com/countrylist

www.my-mps.com

• Access to the online MPS-ABC record-
 keeping environment.

• Personal assistance by starting up the
digital environmental record-keeping.

• Service & Support (by telephone and
online).

• Usage overviews (insight into usage
and score).



Middel Broekweg 29
2675 KB Honselersdijk
The Netherlands

T   +31 (0)174 615 715 
E   info@my-mps.com 
W www.my-mps.com

All information and prices on this price list are subject to (typing) errors.
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Hectare surcharge Module B MPS-ABC certification 

0 - 15 hectares: 
> 15 hectares:

number of hectares x €116 
number of hectares x €58

Uncovered cultivation:

When calculating the area for the hectare 
payment, a correction applies for uncovered 
cultivation: number of hectares x 0.25.

Mixed cultivation:

In the case of both covered and uncovered 
cultivation, the corrected hectares are added 
together.




